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Dataset



๏ You have a jet at LHC: spray of 
hadrons coming from a “shower” 
initiated by a fundamental 
particle of some kind (quark, 
gluon, W/Z/H bosons, top quark) 

๏ You have a set of jet features 
whose distribution depends on the 
nature of the initial particle 

๏ You can train a network to start 
from the values of these 
quantities and guess the nature 
of your jet 

๏ To do this you need a sample for 
which you know the answer 

Example: jet tagging
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CASE STUDY: JET SUBSTRUCTURE 10

Just an illustrative example, lessons are generic! 
Might not be the best application, but a familiar one


ML in substructure is well-studied
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Jet substructure features
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Jet substructure observables provide large discrimination 
power between these types of jets


mass, multipliticity, energy correlation functions, … 
(computed with FastJet [*])

[*] E. Coleman et al. JINST13(2018) T01003,

    M. Cacciari et al, Eur. Phys. J.C72(2012)1896 

These are expert-level features

Not necessarily realistic for L1 trigger 
“Raw” particle candidates more suitable (to be studied next) 
But lessons here are generic 

One more case: H→bb discrimination vs W/Z→qq requires more “raw” inputs for 
b-tagging information
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Each input 
layer transmits 
a feature to the 

following 
hidden layer

𝔁1 𝔁N-1
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Not necessarily realistic for L1 trigger 
“Raw” particle candidates more suitable (to be studied next) 
But lessons here are generic 

One more case: H→bb discrimination vs W/Z→qq requires more “raw” inputs for 
b-tagging information

๏ Simple DNN based 
on high-level 
features (jet 
masses, 
multiplicities, 
energy correlation 
functions)

CASE STUDY: JET SUBSTRUCTURE

5 output multi-classifier:  

Does a jet originate from a quark, gluon, W/Z boson, top quark? 

Network architecture 
16 expert inputs 

jet masses, multiplicity 

ECFs (β=0,1,2)

11

• 3-layer model trained 
without regularization


• No pruning applied


• Resulting distribution of 
weights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3-layer model: no reg., no pruning
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HLS4ML Preliminary

Fully connected deep 
neural network

16 inputs

64 nodes 
activation: ReLU

32 nodes 
activation: ReLU

32 nodes 
activation: ReLU

5 outputs 
activation: SoftMax

Example: jet tagging
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Full model

EXAMPLE: JET SUBSTRUCTURE
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HLS4ML Preliminary16 inputs

64 (relu)

32 (relu)

5 (softmax)

32 (relu) Fully connected deep 
neural network

Sensitivity = True Positive Rate
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The code



๏ Download the .tar.gz file at this URL 

 https://www.dropbox.com/s/or43zo8imt52l0x/SOSC18_Tutorial.tar.gz?dl=0  

and put it somewhere. In that directory, follow the 
instructions in next slide

Get the code
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/or43zo8imt52l0x/SOSC18_Tutorial.tar.gz?dl=0


Run the Notebook 
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# these are comments to read, not commands to type 
> tar -xzf SOSC18_Tutorial.tar.gz 
# or tar -xf SOSC18_Tutorial.tar 
> cd SOSC18_Tutorial 
# start a jupyter notebook 
> jupyter-notebook  

Open this one by clicking on it


